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hi guys, i just got done downloading your entire village hd texture pack, however there is no bat file in it. just a folder that says re4hdtex. is the bat file in a separate download somewhere this is amazing work and id like to run it. looks similar to the hd texture work i run in skyrim. thanks, bill hi, i just got
done downloading your entire village hd texture pack, however there is no bat file in it. just a folder that says re4hdtex. is the bat file in a separate download somewhere this is amazing work and id like to run it. looks similar to the hd texture work i run in skyrim. thanks, bill hey guys, i just finished

downloading your entire village hd texture pack, however i just installed it and when i start playing the game it says “error: you are not connected to the internet”. how can i fix this? hi, i just finished downloading your entire village hd texture pack, however i just installed it and when i start playing the
game it says “error: you are not connected to the internet”. how can i fix this? hey there! i have been trying to fix this for a while now. i’ve downloaded your entire village hd texture pack and unpacked it, but when i open the folder and try to install it, it says “error: you are not connected to the internet.”.
how can i fix this? i do have a lan cable and have tried different ports and still nothing. i have already done the downloads required to install it and the file is not corrupt. i tried doing it in the proper folders and i’m just going crazy. please help, thanks! seeing as resident evil 4 isn't complete without the fan

favorite zombie-slaughtering dog, shep, resident evil 5 will be blessed with his presence as well. in this fan-made trailer, we see a very condensed version of what is in the game, showing shep's brief debut.
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hello i just been playing this game and i was on the bridge going over the water when i got the bomb rung up and the game crashed. i was on-line for less than a min. if you can help me that would be nice. i've tried to put in your website address and every other one i can find on the net and i still can't get
it to work. i have a p4 3.0gmhz processor and 512mb of memory i was going through the bridge which happened to be a boss fight, and i got a game that would load then black out. i rebooted and it wont load right now. i was online on line and i hope that if i can get back into that i can find help. huh, i've
been playing this game for a while and i did in fact have the singleplayer working correctly for quite a long time. then i started playing the multiplayer and the game was working fine (my computer wasn't even overclocked!). i installed the 4gb patch and the game seems to have been reverted to version
1.0.1.17. i restarted my computer and it still won't load the singleplayer game. i was just in a game with some of my friends and it just happened. i have a laptop with ubuntu 12.04 (i think), i did install the.deb file of re4 and the 4 gb patch, but it still didn't work. i also installed steam but i can't get it to

work. i'm hoping it's just a steam problem. i hope you can help me out. thanks in advance! when i run resident evil 5 i get the following error message:"resident evil 5 - the game cannot be launched because it is missing a file or is damaged. you should reinstall the program."i have installed the 4gb
patch.the reason i am using re5 is because:it is the only version available for linux.it is the first bioshock game.the game runs well on windows and the graphics are amazing. many of the minor bugs are fixed in re5, but there are still some major issues. my computer is configured like so:amd athlon-64

dual-core 3.2ghz2gb ramhdd of size (120gb)i found these instructions on the internet to install the 4gb patch, so i did them, and it still didn't work. 5ec8ef588b
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